PRODUCT:

AQUATIC WEED RAKE
TARGET:

Nardoo

AQUATIC WEEDS

Eurasian Watermilfoil

Fanwort

Easily and efficiently free up your pond, dam
or lake from pesky aquatic weeds with our
Weed Rake.

AQUATIC WEED RAKE
A super simple and highly cost-effective aquatic weed control tool, the
Aquatic Weed Rake is a must-have for those who want to clean up their
aquatic weeds in an instant.
The longest and widest aquatic rake on the market today, this simple
weeding tool lets you clear ponds, dams, lakes and more in a way that’s easy
and totally safe to use.
Now you can clean up your water and pull those pesky stems and roots out
- all without needing to get in the water yourself. Removing these roots and
stems can effectively slow (even eliminate) the regrowth of aquatic weeds.
Refresh your water’s surface and remove the organic material at the bottom
of your water body that can contribute to algae growth. Take care of the
seen and unseen problems in your water, all with the super simple Weed
Rake.

SAFE FOR

Drinking Water, Swimming, Irrigation, Stock, Fish, Aquatic Plants, Pets, Wildlife, The Environment,Hydroponics & 100% Natural.

Re-Order Online:

WWW.AQUATICTECHNOLOGIES.COM.AU

110620-V4-AT484

BUY NOW

Now you can clean up your water and pull those pesky stems and
roots out - all without needing to get in the water yourself.

CLEAN YOUR DAM, ROOT UP WEEDS
AND MUCK WITH THE AQUATIC
WEED RAKE
•

Keep your lake, dam or pond free from floating &
submerged water weeds and debris

•

Collect large mats of floating debris with the
super-sized rake head easily

•

Clean your dam, root up aquatic weeds and
remove muck

•

Remove decaying organic matter from unseen
areas, like the bottom of your water body

•

Weigh the hollow rake head down with rock
to dig deeper or fill with floating material for a
lighter touch

•

Pull aquatic weeds in with the long reach handle
or use the draw rope to bring it in.

Weighing just under 3.1kgs, this lightweight rake
is best used in conjunction with the Aquatic Weed
Razor. These tools work best in unison, as you can
collect the cut vegetation after the Aquatic Weed
Razor does its job. Get the instant results you’re
after with this must-have combo.

The Aquatic Weed Rake features a four-section
handle that snaps together, giving the user
up to 3.3 meters of reach and comes with a
whopping 13 meters of rope.

SUITABLE FOR

Small Dam
50,000L - 1ML
50m2 - 2,000m2

Used in conjunction with The Aquatic Weed Razer.

Large Dam

Lagoon

1ML - 10ML
2,000m2 - 10,000m2

Clean up your weeds from surface to bottom all without you having to get into the water!

Head Office: 41 Yazaki Way, Carrum Downs, Vic. Australia 3201

Order Online: www.AQUATICTECHNOLOGIES.com.au

